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Get lucky meaning urban



Also available in: Wikipedia. 1. To experience sudden happiness. Whew, I was lucky when the teacher didn't take the homework I forgot.2. slang Having sex, especially with someone you have only just met. What happened to the beautiful woman you met at the bar last night? Were you lucky? Farlex
Dictionary of idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights reserved. See also:beneblimpblimp outgunsbrassic lintflashflash onflashing Would you like to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: (Definition of get
lucky from Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &amp; Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) [ahym fee-ling luhk-ee] I feel lucky conveys hope for or optimism about a random outcome, especially gambling. It's also the name of a Google search feature. simp Karen WAP yeet Google I feel lucky
has long been a phrase used by punters before placing a bet or rolling the dice. It is used metaphorically as an expression of sincere or superstitious confidence in the random results of events. Some kind of phrase is especially associated with Harry Callahan (Clint Eastwood) in the classic 1977 western
Dirty Harry. Callahan aims his gun at an enemy on the ground, his gun just out of reach, and has his enemy entertain whether his cylinder has any remaining bullets: But is this a .44 Magnum, the most powerful gun in the world and would blow your head cleanly, have you gotta ask yourself a question: Do
I feel lucky? Well, does ya, punk? A popular corruption of the quote is Do You Feel Lucky, punk? I feel lucky gained popularity in another area with the launch of the Google search engine in 1998. From the search engine's beta version, Google users could enter a keyword and then press the I'm Feeling
Lucky button instead of the regular search button, which would take them automatically to the first result and bypass the results page. The I'm Feeling Lucky button got its name from the word's sense of play – users effectively bet that the first result would be what they were looking for. The phrase quickly
took on a Google-centric life of its own, showing up in employee tell-all book titles as well as in the title of a Google Assistant trivia game show. Since the feature's release, I feel lucky have in some cases started referring to the mechanics of the Google button. @POTUS looks like kinda guy who types
porn boobs in google then hits I feel lucky tab. @JohnSheedyJr, January 2018 Went to Kmart and somehow got free crazy bread, then went to Pepe's and got a free chicken burrito!!! Where are the Super Bowl seats on I Feel Lucky  @tahhteez, February 2018 Looking for a certain type of content?
Post-O-Matic is here to help! Choose your three favorite badges, or press the randomization button if you're feeling lucky. Android, BuzzFeed, November WAP jeet In modern use, players and Googlers are not the only ones who say (or click) that they feel lucky. The phrase enjoys general, everyday use in
speech and writing as a serious, nervous, or ironic presentiment of hope for a positive outcome when taking a risk. It is often qualified by time or circumstance (eg I feel lucky today or I feel lucky this time). I feel lucky, punk is sometimes used as a riff on or attraction to the Dirty Harry quote. Be aware that
getting lucky is a euphemism for having intercourse. This is not meant as a formal definition of I feel lucky as most terms we define on Dictionary.com, but is rather an informal word summary that hopefully touches on the most important aspects of the meaning and use of I feel lucky that will help our users
extend their word mastery. Today one of my students was very surprised to discover that one of her favorite songs of Daft Punk (Get Lucky) wasn't really about luck, but rather about sex. I did a quick google search and every translation I found in Portuguese and Spanish completely missed the real
meaning of the song. They all translated it literally to have luck or to do well, but the common everyday definition of GET LUCKY is to have sex. Getting some also means having sex. The chorus repeats itself over and over again: She's up all night' to the sun (so as not to sleep) I'm up all night to get some
(have sex) She's up all night for good fun I'm up all night to be lucky (have sex) To learn more about Get Lucky, Get Some, and 38 more ways to say Have Sex , Check out 40 ways to say SEX: Synonyms, Slang and Collocation. Dec 19 trending Dec 19 trending Dec 19 trending Google has been
punishing this site in its search rankings for years and a Google employee lied about it. Since they have almost killed this site, I will begin releasing details on Monday August 17 of my conversation with the Google employee who told me about the punishment in secret. This will culminate in my release of
a MBOX file, including full headlines. More here. Google has been punishing this site in its search rankings for years, and a Google employee lied about it. Since they have almost killed this site, I will begin releasing details on Monday August 17 of my conversation with the Google employee who told me
about the punishment in secret. More here. Google has been punishing this site in its search rankings for years, and a Google employee lied about it. I will begin releasing details on Monday August 17 of my conversation with the Google employee who told me about the punishment in secret. More here.
Google has been punishing this site in its search rankings for years, and a Google employee lied about it. Details of my conversation with the Google employee who told me about the penalty in secret start Monday August 17. More here. Google has lied about the punishment this site for years. My
conversation with Google Google who told me about the penalty begins to fall August 17. More here. I use it (9) No longer use it (0) Heard it but never used it(6) Never heard it (1) Average of 16 votes: 53% (See the most vulgar words.) Least vulgar Most Vulgar Your voice: None (To vote, click on pepper.
Vote how vulgar the word is - not where does it.) At least vulgar Most Vulgar Logged in users can add themselves to the map. Sign in, sign up, sign in right away with Facebook. To link to this expression on a web page or blog, insert the following. &lt;a href= amp;gt;get lucky&lt;/a&gt; To link to this
expression in a wiki like Wikipedia, insert the following. [ be lucky] Some wikis use a different format for links, so be sure to check the documentation. Documentation.
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